
 

CRITICAL: Don’t plant the tree too deep.   

Never cover the root flare with soil. 
**********************************************  

REMEMBER THESE 6 KEY STEPS 
 

1. Dig a WIDE & SHALLOW HOLE 

(1 foot deep; 4 feet wide) 
 

2. Set stakes before setting the tree. 
 

3. BE GENTLE with the roots and trunk. 
 

4. Set the tree straight & NOT TOO DEEP!! 

Keep the root flare visible above soil. 
 

5. ASK your LEAD PLANTER 

to CHECK & APPROVE  

the depth & straightness of the tree  

BEFORE YOU PUT DIRT BACK 

into the hole 
 

6. If compost is at the site, mix it into the soil 

before filling the hole 
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